
HOODIE - 20201 
BABY ½ - 3 yEars 

Basic, practical and cute hoodie with simple lines and 
comfortable fit. Perfect for the kid’s basic wardrobe...

CREATE THE LOOK
Cosy and simple hoodie with tons of possibilities for 
variations for boys and girls alike. Make it sweet with lace and 
trims, funky with pockets and appliqué or cool with iron on 
patches, contrast edging and a mix of fabrics...
On the back of the pattern sheet you will find sketches and 
directions to use in designing your own hoodie.

RECOMMENDED FABRIC
The pattern is designed for medium or heavy weight knit 
fabric.

MATERIALS NEEDED 
Fabric - 140 cm wide x 80 / 85 / 90 / 95 cm long
ribbing - 15 cm  wide x 65 / 70 / 75 / 80 cm long
stay tape - for stabilizing the shoulder seams
Always remember to prewash your fabric!

PATTERN PIECES
Garment fabric   Ribbing
1. FRONT  x 1  SLEEVE   x 2
2. BACK  x 1  hOOd   x 1
3. SLEEVE  x 2  EdgE    x 1
4. hOOd  x 2

SEAM  ALLOWANCES
Hood opening, sleeve hem and hem - add no seam or hem 
allowance
all other seams - add 1 cm
ribbing  - has 1 cm seam allowance included

TRACE THE PATTERN
Fold out the pattern sheet. Find the EASY side of the sheet 
and choose the right size. Place tracing paper on top of the 
pattern sheet and trace. Then add seam allowances to the 
traced pattern pieces. Cut out the pattern pieces.
The pattern is ready to be placed on the fabric. 

CUTTING THE FABRIC
Fold the fabric along the grain line. Place pattern pieces on 
the fabric, making sure to match the markings for grain line 
with the fabric grain line. Pin the pattern pieces to the fabric, 
to make sure they don’t shift around.
NB! Be extra careful when placing the pattern pieces on 
fabric with nap or pile such as corduroy or velour.
Also take notice of the fabric design direction when placing 
the pattern pieces.
Cut out the fabric.

SEWING THE HOODIE
Sew using an elastic stitch. Overlock/zigzag the raw edges. 

1.  Sew the shoulder seams, right sides together (you might  
 want to include stay tape in the seam).
 Sew the hood centre back seam, right sides together. 
 Pin and sew one side of the hood ribbing to the right side  
 of the hood opening, stretching the ribbing as you sew.  
 Fold the hood ribbing over the raw edge to the wrong  
 side and stitch it in place by sewing from the right side, 
 8 mm from the edge. Trim the seam allowance. Pin and  
 sew the hood to the neckline, right sides together.

2. Pin and sew one side of the sleeve ribbing to the sleeve  
 hem, right sides together, stretching the ribbing as you  
 sew. Fold the sleeve ribbing over the raw edge to the  
 wrong side and stitch it in place by sewing from the right  
 side, 8 mm from the edge. Trim the seam allowance.  
 Repeat for other sleeve.
 Set in the sleeves, right sides together.
 Sew the sleeve seams and side seams in one stretch, right  
 sides together.
 
3.  Sew the hem ribbing centre back seam, right sides 
 together. Press seam allowances open. Pin and sew one  
 side of the hem ribbing to the hem, right sides together,  
 stretching the ribbing as you sew. Fold the ribbing over  
 the raw edge to the wrong side and stitch it in place by  
 sewing from the right side, 8 mm from the edge.
 Trim the seam allowance.

TIP SIMPLE FINIShINg
If you want a simpler finishing of the hems, you can add 2 
cm hem allowance to the hem, sleeve hem and hood 
opening. Fold and press it to the wrong side and stitch with 
a twin needle from the right side. It’s simple and a clean look 
and the twin needle makes the seam stretchy. 

Find more inspiration, tips and ideas on minikrea.dk

SEW IT YOURSELF - SIMPLE, SWEET, SUPER CUTE ANd COOL KIdS WEAR - STEP BY STEP
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